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PREFACE 

It  is  the  practice of  the U.S.   government   to depend primarily  upon 
private  industry for  the conception,   the  research and development,   and 
the  production of defense and space  systems.     The  achievements of  in- 
dustry have helped  to  presBrve  the  security and  the  international   tech- 
nical  reputation of  the country.     However,  many  representatives of  both 
industry and government believe  that  the  industry-government  relationship 
is not as creative,   productive,  or satisfactory as  it should be,   either 
to  the nation as a whole or  to  the parties directly  involved. 

To  provide bases  for  improving  the effectiveness of   this combined 
effort,  Stanford Research  Institute,   under contract with  the Aerospace 
Industries Association,   has made a study of   the  industry-government 
aerospace  relationship,  which  includes  companies,   large and small,   that 
are contributing  to   the aerospace effort,   together with   the many govern- 
ment  agencies  concerned.     For convenience,  we  .shall often  refer  to   this 
association as  simply   "The  Relationship" or "The Aerospace  Relationship." 

The unique and especially  fruitful  aspects of   the Relationship,   as 
well  as  its weaknesses,   have been examined  in   this  study.     Major  problems 
confronting both government and  industry   in   this  close association  have 
been noted,   and  suggestions   for resolving   them have been made. 

The  research approach  included: 

The seeking of  views on  the  problems at  hand  from  representatives 
of both  industry  and government. 

The gathering of   information on  the nature and objectives of   the 
agencies  and organizations  involved,   and   their operating  relation- 
ships . 

The collection  and analysis of   publicly  available,   as well  as   pro- 
prietary,   financial  and associated   information of  significnnce   from 
the   records of   27  aerospace companies,   chosen as   representative of 
the many  high   technology companies working on defense  and  space 
contracts. 

The organization  and  analysis of  especially  assembled  financial 
information  for over  100   large  U.S.   manufacturing  jompanies  having 
predominancy  nongovernment  sales. 
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This  study   is  oriented  primarily   toward   policy-makers.     The   improve- 
ment of   the  Relationship will  depend much  upon   the extent   to  which   policy- 
makers   in and out of  government can   recognize   its  strengths  and  correct 
its weaknesses.     In making   the  study,   SRI   has  kept   to   the  forefront   the 
importance of making   the  Relationship serve   the  public   interest,   as   this 
interest  is   interpreted by  public officials.     This  report  suggests   the 
need  for a better balance oi   the major  interests  involved   in   the Relation- 
ship--the broad  public   interest--interests of   different  branches of   the 
government—and   interests of   the   industry   itself. 

Time constraints did not permit development of sound bases for 
judging adequacy of return to the industry, nor were industry labor 
problems   investigated. 

Detailed analyses,   methodology,   supporting data,   and  results of   the 
research are  presented   in eight  appendixes,   which are contained   in a 
separate volume:     A.     The Government Contract  System as  a  Problem  in 
Public Policy;   B.     An Experiment   in  "Disengagement";  C.     Technical   Pro- 
gram Management;   D.      Burdens on   the  Procurement  Process;   E.      Impact  of 
Statutes,   Regulations,   and  Policies on   Individual  Companies;   F.      Trends 
in  Government   Procurement  Policy;   G.      Financial  Profile of   the   Industry; 
and H.     Technical   Profile of   the  Industry. 

It   is  important   to   recognize   the  contributions of others   toward   the 
clarification of   problems  associated with   the   industry-government   rela- 
tionship and   to   recognize   the  inputs   their efforts have   provided   to   this 
study.     The   recent  Bell   report and   the Harvard  study on   the Weapons 
Acquisition  Process  are examples of   related work having an  impact on 
the  industry.     The  Logistics Management   Institute has  under way over 
20  projects,   all   relating   to   the   industry-government   picture.     The  Na- 
tional Security  Industrial Association   (NSIA)   Cost  Reduction  Study  also 
is  an   important  contribution.     The   1962 Air  Force Systems Command   (AFSC) 
Monterey Conference  has  been  followed by  a   series of   research   projects, 
the  status of which   is  being  reported  at   frequent   intervals.      In  addi- 
tion,   the Brookings   Institution   is  currently   involved   in a   long-term 
study of   the  government   procurement  and  contracting  process and   its 
implications  for  public   policy.     Also  deserving of  special mention are 
the efforts   represented  by many Congressional   hearings on   this   topic. 

Stanford Research   Institute  particularly  appreciates   the helpful 
suggestions,   information,   advice,   and  counsel   received  from many   indus- 
try and government  sources. 

George  T.   Hayes 
Project Manager 
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4. A move   toward makinqj  single  systems  fill  multi-Service needs. 

5. Greater attention   to  system definition   prior  to  contracting. 

6. A centralization of  major procurement  decisions   in   the Office 
of   the  Secretary  of Defense. 

7. An  increased emphasis on  competitive  award of  contracts. 

8. Increasing pressure  for more general  geographic  distribution 
of  contracts. 

9. Increasing use of  cost-plus-incentive-fee  contracts   rather  than 
cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. 

10. Increasing pressure on   industry   to assume  a   greater  share of 
the   risks   inherent   in defense-space activity. 

11. Increased detailing of   procurement   regulations  and  closer 
government  supervision of  contractor activities. 

12. Increasing military  attention   to  relatively  unsophisticated, 
conventional warfare  systems. 

Major  Problems  Existing   in     he  Relationship 

Major  problems  now  present   in   the   Industry-Government  Aerospace 
Relationship   include: 

1.      Industry's  growing  concern   that   its   technical   performance, 
costs,   income,   and   reputation  are being affected adversely  by 

over-regula tion, 

conflicting  regulations, 

ineffective  administration of   regulations, 

close,   and not  nlways  capable,   government  surveillance 
of  its activities,   and 

burdening of   the  procurement  process with  socio-economic 
objectives. 



2. The attitude of  many  government officials,   basec' on  past  ex- 
perience,   that without  close supervision or  risk-carryirg   in- 
centives,   industry  cannot always  be  depended  upon  to  fi.lfill 
its  contractual  obligations on   time or at   reasonable cost. 

3. The  general   belief of   industry's  executives   that   the govern- 
ment's often  inconsistent,   loosely  specified,   but  increasingly 
stringent  attitude  concerning allowable costs   is detrimental 
to   the  industry's well-being. 

4. Disagreement  between   industry and government  over the  profit 
rate  that  constitutes  an  adequate   return.     This disagreement 
stems  largely   from varying opinions  concerning  the extent of 
risks  to be borne by   the  industry and   industry's cost   in main- 
taining an  advancing   technical   capability. 

5. The absence of  a   "free-market" environment   in which  industry 
and government  do  business, which   requires  special  attention 
to   the balancing of  capacity with   requirements.     The means   to 
accomplish   this  desirable objective  have  yet   to be worked out. 

Possible Causes of  Problems Affecting  the  Relationship 

Among  the possible  causes or sources of   problems  affecting   the 
Industry-Government  Aerospace  Relationship are: 

1. The seeming   lack  of   complete mutual   confidence and   respect 
between   industry   and  government. 

2. Absence of  a  clear understanding and of a  general acceptance 
of   industry's  and government's   proper  roles   in  the Relationship 
by  all   levels of   the business  community and  by all  federal  em- 
ployees concerned. 

3. Industry's   failure   to  appreciate   fully   the  nature of   the often 
delicate  interactions   that must   take  place  between government 
agencies  in   reaching decisions of   importance   to  the  Relation- 
ship.     Also,   industry  may not   realize   the   full  significance   to 
government  officials  concerned or  to   the   industry,   itself,  of 
the unfavorable   reactions   resulting   from contract schedule  slip- 
pages and overexpenditures. 







e. EncouraKe   the   adoption,   on  an   individual   contractor  basis. 
of  principles   for guidance   in  government   relationships. 

f. Encourage  additional   meetings  between   industry  and  govern- 
ment   to discuss  common   problems.     Be  prepared   to  oifer 
tactual evidence of  needs   ior chanpe. 

2. To  be   initiated  by  government: 

a. Intensify  efforts   to  determine   requirements   and deline 
programs before   initiating development  contracts. 

b. Through contractor performance evaluation,   depend   in- 
creasingly on  end  performance   rather  than detailed   in- 
process  review   in   the  monitoring of   contractor activities. 

c. Policy   level   offices  of   the  Departin- nt  of  Defense,   NASA, 
and AEC  should   initiate whatever  s4eps  may be  necessary 
to  assui'?   implementation of   policy   at  all  working   levels. 

d. Initiate efforts   to  simplify   the organizational   structure 
and  reduce   the  costs of  contract  surveillance. 

e. Conduct  and  encourage   further  study  of   contracting and 
its   implications   for   public   policy. 

3. To   be   initiated   jointly  by   industry  and   government: 

a. Und( rtake   to  simplify   regulations  and eliminate  conflicts 
and confusion. 

b. Organize and  conduct   a  series  of   top-level   industry- 
government-wide   policy  discussions   on   the nature   of  mutual 
problems,   toward  agreement  on  solutions. 

c. Organize  and  conduct  a   series of educational   seminars   for 
industry and  government working-level   liaison  personnel 
to   improve   understanding  and  application of   policies  and 
procedures. 
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6. Current  government  policies call   for   the   transfer   to   industry 
of   the   risk  associated with maintaining  adequate   facilities  and 
personnel   to  meet   future  space and defense  requirements.     Current 
government  contractor compensation  practices  do not appear   to 
give adequate   recognition  to   the added  compensation warranted 
by   the   increased   risk. 

7. Geographical  concentrations of   the   -ndustry's  activities  and 
their highly  specialized  nature  tend   to  commit   the  government 
to  continuing use of  available company  facilities or capabili- 
ties  for economic   reasons. 

8. Despite Congressional   pressure  to  diffuse  defense   and space 
subcontracts  geographically,   a  study  of  eight  major contractors' 
subcontracting  patterns   indicates   that  efforts   to  do  so  have 
been   relatively   irelfectivo. 

9. The  cost   to   t'v    public of  developing  and   producing a weapon  or 
space  system   is   the   sum of   the  price   paid   the  contractor  for  his 
efforts  and a  portion of   the cost  of  operating  the  procuring 
agency as well.     Excesses must be  avoided   in both  categories. 

10. The   technical   characteristics of   the   industry  have  changed  con- 
siderably  since   1955.     The number of   salaried  employees  has   in- 
creased   from  25%   to  46% of   the   people  employed by   the  27  com- 
panies  studied.     As  a  part of   this  change,   the  number of  employees 
classified as engineers  and scientists   rose  from about   10%  to 
over   16% of   total   employment.     Floorspace  devoted   to manufactur- 
ing  declined   from  about  52% to   less   than  40% of   total  space; 
amounts  devoted   to   laboratories  and offices moved  upward  from 
about   18%  to  over  28% of   the   total. 

11. Even more  dramatic   than   the  increase   in   technical   personnel   has 
been   the   rising  number of  managers,   schedulers,   controllers,   and 
procurement  and overhead  services  people   for  the companies 
studied—up  from  about   14% in   1955,   to over 29% of   people  em- 
ployed between   1955  and  1961. 

12. With   the   latest   deterrent  hardware  going   into operation,   it   is 
important   for  industry   to  assess  the   level  of   future activity 
expected of   the   industry  by  the government.     The cost of opera- 
tional  system maintenance  and other   pressures  may cause   funds 
to be diverted   from hardware and R&iD budgets. 
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13.     The  growth  of   the U.S.   economy   depends on   the  vigor  and   initia- 
tive ol   private   enterprise.     The  aerospace   industry  employs 
almost  20% of  all   the  scientists  and  engineers   in   the  country. 
To  the extent  that   it   is   private enterprise  in   the classical 
sense,   the   industry  may not  be  doing as much as   it  can   in   the 
public   interest,   or  should  in   its own   interest,   to apply  and 
transfer  its knowledge,   skills,   and   innovations   to commercially 
useful   products. 



























exploration and  national   defense.       Their decisions  have direct 
bearing on  the  size  and nature of  the   total   effort   involving 
security and  space.     The  members of   the  National  Aeronautics 
and Space Council   advise  and  assist   the  President   regarding 
policies,   plans,   and   programs.     They  fix   the   responsibilities 
of  U.S.   agencies  engaged   in aeronautical   and  space  activities. 

Requirement Agencies.     Requirements   result   from   the  actions  of 
many groups  in DOD,   NASA,   and   the AEC  in   the   planning  involved 
in   the   implementation of  basic  policies.     It   is  a  complex  process 

2 that  involves   review and approval  at many   levels.        For example, 
the offices  involved   in a  decision   to   initiate  a major  program 
in   the development of  new weapons  systems   in   the Air Force  are 
shown   in   their organizational   relationship  in  Figure  2. 

Users of   the Systems.     The  users of   the  systems,   the major mili- 
tary  commands  and NASA   -nd AEC units,   have   the   principal objec- 
tive of obtaining   the   system with   the  highest   technical  capability 
in   the  shortest  possible   time.     Costs and other considerations 
are  secondary  to   the  user.      Indeed,   evaluation of  hardware   per- 
formance by  the  user  tends   to  be based  upon   the  fact of accom- 
plishment,   rather  than  upon  cost or cost-benefit  considerations. 

4.     Acquirers of   the  Systems.     Acquisition of   systems  and components 
takes   place at  many   points   in   the government.      Procurement  and 
contracting units  are  dispersed among   the  services  and  their 
major commands  and  among   the  major NASA  and AEC  divisions  and 

Much of   the  political   process   for   the   integration of   ideas  and   the 
mobilization of consent,   however,   takes  place before,   through,   and 
within   the  congressional   bodies.    .    .    .     The  congressional   body,   not 
the  executive branch,   has   the onerous  political   responsibility of 
working out   the   language which will   secure   the   largest measure of 
acceptance."--S.   P.   Huntington,   The Common  Delense   (New  York: 
Columbia  University  Press,   1961),   p.   155. 
That   this   process   is  not only  complex  but   apt   to  yield  unspectacular 
and   tardy   results  is  a  view held by many.     J.   S.   Livingston,   "Decision 
Making   in  Weapons  Development,'    Harvard Business  Review,   January- 
February   1958,   pp.    127-136. 
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Iieiü  ^'tivities.     Tlio  acquirers of   the  systems  must  give  due 
consideration   to  costs   and other  lactc«s.     Their ohjectives,   to 
acquire   the  most  efficient   systems  consistent  with delivery   time 
and  cost   factors,   often  clash with   the  objectives ol   the  user 
as well  as with   those ol   the  seller. 

Monitoring and  Review Agencies.     Throughout   DOI),   NASA,   and   the 
AEC   there  are many  groups  concerned with  monitoring contractor 
performance,   reviewing  and  auditing costs,   and  administering 
contracts.      In  addition,   the General   Accounting Office   reviews 
the  performance of  government  procurement   agencies   themselves 
as well  as   that of   their contractors. 

Congressional   committees  are also  concerned with   the   process, 
and  perform a   valuable   function  in   the   public   interest   m   their 
investigations  dealing with   the   procurement   process  and  other 
aspects of   industry-govern, ent   relationships. 

Finally,   the  Renegotiation  Board   reviews   the   financial   perform- 
ance of contractors   to   determine   if   profits   from work on  govern- 
ment  contracts  have  been excessive   in   its  judgment,   based on 
several nonspecific  criteria.     Its  claims  can  be  appealed   to 
the  Tax Court  of    the  United  States,   which,   in   turn,   has   its 
own  criteria   for  judgment.     Further appeals   to other courts 
are  also possible. 

6.      Suppliers.      Both  government   laboratories   and  centers,   as  well 
as   industry,   serve  as   suppliers,   with   industry   performing   the 
major portion of   the work.     The  access   to all   levels of  govern- 
ment   that   is   industry's   privilege   is  a  mutually  advantageous 
yet  complicating  element  of   the  Relationship.      The  procurement 
officer,  oftentimes,   appears   tu  be   the   least   important   person 
to be convinced of   the  merits of one   system over another. 

Examples of  conflicts   in   policy and  practice   resulting  from   the 
differing   functions,   objectives,   and   incentives  of   the  agencies   involved 
include,   for example: 

1,     See Appendix E. 
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1. Renegotiation vs   incentive contracts. 

2. Subcontracting  requirements vs   reduced   profits on subcontracted 
work. 

3. Social  and economic objectives  vs   procurement efficiency. 

4. Government   rigidity   through detailing of procurement   regulations 
vs   procurement efficiency. 

5. Protection of   proprietary   rights vs competitive   reprocurement. 

6. Allowable  costs,   patent   rights,   and  indemnification  policies 
as  viewed  by one  agency  vs   those  authorized by others. 

The Working  Relationship 

As an example of   the working   relationships   between  and among   the 
several   types  of agencies   involved   in   the  Relationship,   we can diagram 
the   four principal   phases   in  the   process of   transforming   the  public  in- 
terest  in,   and  needs   for,   aerospace  systems   into   the   required operational 
end   items.     The  relationships of   the  four  phases  are  shown  in  Figure 3. 
The  analysis  of   the  conceptual   phase,   in which   the  resources  required 
for  program definition are  determined,   is  shown   in Figure  4. 

The  publio  interest   is depicted as  an  element of   the   political, 
social,  economic,   and  industrial   environment.     It exercises an   influence 
on both  the   legislative  and   the  executive  branches of   the  government and 
is  the source of   the necessary monetary,   human,   and  physical   resources. 
The  conceptual   phase,   always uncertain   in   its  initiation of new  possi- 
bilities,   includes   planning   to achieve   the  desired  results  and   the defi- 
nition and  approval  of   the  various   programs   required   to   implement   the 
plans,   as  well   as modification of   the  programs  as  they  are  carried out 
in order  to  meet contingencies   that ""ay  arise.     This   is   the   least  sys- 
temized and  yet   the  most vital  part of   the  entire  process of   transforming 
needs   into  systems.      It   is  here   that   the  state-of-the-art,   the environ- 
ment,   the   resources,   and   the  probable operational  demands  must  be  blended 
together many   years   in  advance of   actual   hardware  need.      In  the  end,   it 
is more a  combination of  genius,   foresight,   luck,  controversy,   bargain- 
ing  and,   sometimes,   unyielding detenuination,   than systematic   procedures 
that   bring   to   the  fore   the  candidate systems ultimately   found worthy of 
development.      In   this   regard,   the   executive  departments  of   the  govern- 
ment   serve  as   agents   in   the  public   Interest,  with many   ideas originating 
in industry.      The government   then   administers  the  programs   through con- 
tracts with   the supplier,   as  shown   in Figure 5. 
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FIG.   3 
PHASES IN THE TRANSFORMATION  OF NATIONAL NEEDS 
INTO OPERATIONAL END ITEMS 

FIG.   4 
THE  TRANSLATION OF  RESOURCES   INTO PROGRAMS 
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FIG. 5 
THE TRANSLATION OF PROGRAMS INTO DESIRED RESULTS 
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IMPACTS AND  IMPLICATIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIP 

The  Reshaping ol   the  Participants 

No   relationship so close,   so  intense    so   large,   and  so  protracted 

could continue without  causing  some  changes   in  the  nature of  the  parties 

concerned.     Both  internal   pressures  and external  demands  are  involved. 

Such  changes   become more noticeable with   the   passage of   time,   and   their 

effects,   once   stimulated,   carry   long-term implications   lor   the   future. 

There are many  important   changes  in   process,   among which   the   follow- 

ing are  examples: 

The  balance of  power is   shifting  from the military  services   to   the 

Office of   the  Secretary of  Defense as  it  exercises   increasing con- 

trol  over  the  billions of   dollars  involved  in  complex  weapon de- 

velopment. 

The   complexity of   systems  and   the  lessening number under development 

is  encouraging a  new kind  of   specialist   in industry—a  few  firms, 

some old-timers and some  new,   skilled as  weapons   systems   integrators. 

Other contractors  may  find   themselves more  frequently  as   team mem- 

bers  and   subcontractors   than as   team   leaders or  prime  contractors. 

Increasingly,   in  turn,   the   integrators are being expected   to adopt 

organizational   patterns  and  procedures  similar   to   those employed 

by   their  government  customers   to  facilitate   the   flow of   information 

and  exercise of control. 

Attempts  on  the part of   the government   to  avoid  encouragement of 

monopolistic  concentrations   in   the   industry have   led   to detailed 

specifications   lor and  supervision of   the aerospace   industry's 

subcontracting  practices. 

Also of major  significance   is   the evolution of   the competitive  struc- 

ture of   the   industry.     Many of   the older companies   in   the  business have 

tended   to  diversify  and   to expand within   the defense  market.     They have 

built new   facilities and have  acquired new  staffs.     At   the  same   time, 

the  government   has  encouraged   the  spawning of   similar  capabilities   in 

Jther companies,  partly   to introduce   price competition   into  aerospace 

procurement activities,   and  partly  to  encourage additional   capable 
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people to become aware of and oiler solutions for the government's hard- 

ware problems.  The means used in both cases have been the tremendous 

increases in government support of R^U.  Even modest government support 

for a company interested in becoming established in this very demanding 

branch of high-technology industry has helped considerably to foster ad- 

ditional capability.  Thus, the government has a much larger group of 

potential contractors from which to choose than was once the case.  At 

the same time, however, and despite both industry and government attempts 

to disperse contracts geographically, the viability of selected lov'.al 

economies has become increasingly dependent on continuation of govern- 

ment business.  This is thought to result, at least in part, from the 

tendency for people and companies of similar interests and capabilities 

to congregate together. 

In the next few pages, an attempt will be made to set forth addi- 

tional evidence of the impacts of the Relationship.  Generally speaking, 

the development of atomic weapons, combined with a realignment of world 

powers after World War II, triggered a period of international scientific 

activity never before experienced.  In turn came the U.S. strategy of 

deterrence, an intensification of weapons' development activity, expan- 

sion and stabilization of support of high-technology industry in the 

United States, over-enthusiasm in the commitment of funds for unproved 

systems, complaints from the government of wasteful use of funds, the 

missile stalemate, a turning back toward conventional weapons, inten- 

sification of Congressional interest in the control and distribution 

of federal technical spending, elaboration of legislation and regulation, 

pressure for greater attention to social and economic considerations in 

contract awards, increasing precision in specifying objectives and in 

monitoring of contractor progress—and criticism and ill-feeling on all 

sides. 

Impacts on the Industry 

The high technology companies involved in the aerospace business 

today are an aggregate of industrial activities that cut across an ever- 

increasing portion of U.S. industry.  Consequently, they have not been 

combined in official statistics.  Included are aircraft manufacturers, 

aircraft manufacturers turned missile producers, electronics firms, in- 

strumentation concerns, chemical companies, and miscellaneous precision 

component and parts manufacturers.  Qualitative references in this study 

to the aerospace industry include this group.  Quantitative analyses are 

based on public information and proprietary information submitted by AIA 

member companies. 
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Industry  Scope  and  Activity 

Aerospace  companies  developing  and   producing  parts   for  and  assem- 
bling complete  aircraft,   missiles,   and   space  vehicles had  net  sales   in 
1961  of  almost   $15 billion,  ol   which   $11.5  billion were   to   the U.S.   gov- 
ernment.        Total   sales  of   the  industry were equal   to  almost   'J^c ol   GNP 
for   1961,   and  sales   to   the   federal  government  were equal   to  more   than 
23^ of   the  government's  expenditures   for national  defense. 

Employment   by  aircraft  and   parts  companies   rose   from about   338,000 
2 

in  December   1950,   to  769,000  lor   the   same  month of   1955.        By  December 
1961, employment by such companies had dropped to 616,000, b'lt was sup- 
plemented by additional (estimated to be about 110,000) workers on mis- 
siles being manufactured by  nonaircraft   companies. 

The wages  paid by  aircraft   and  parts  companies   rose   1rom $1.0  bil- 
lion  in   1950  to  almost  $4.0 billion   in   1955,   and  to about   $4.5 billion 
in   1961.     The  inclusion of  compensation  received by missile workers   in 
nonaircraft   companies,   it   is  estimated,   might   add one  billion   to   the 
payroll   for   1961 . 

The   total  dollar volume of   sales   by manufacturers  of  complete   air- 
craft,   aircraft  engines,   propellers,   and  parts   reached a  postwar high 
in   1957 of  $11.75  billion,   and has   leveled off   since   then.     Whereas 
manufacturers'   sales of   aircraft,   engines,   propellers,   and  parts by 
1960 had declined  by almost  $3 billion,   their  sales of other  products 
and  services,   including missiles,   increased  by over  $2 billion. 

The number of  military aircraft  sold began   to drop  in   195 1.   but   the 
fly-away value per  plane  has   risen  sharply.     Nevertheless,   total  DOD ex- 
penditures   for production  and  procurement of  aircraft   lell   from a   post- 
World War  II  high  of  $9.1   billion   in   1954   to   less  than  $6  billion   in   1961, 
while  sales  of aircraft   and  parts   to other customers   rose  from about 
$800 million   to approximately  $2  billion.     The  value of  U.S.   aeronautic 
exports was  about  $1  billion   in  1957,   $1.3  billion   in   1960,   and  $1.2  bil- 
lion   in   1961,   while   imports   rose  from  $53 million  in   1357   to  almost   $152 
million  in   1961. 

1. U.S.   Department of Commerce  (figures  prior   to  1961  do not   permit  other 
than   rcugh estimates of  activity  in   the  aerospace  industry,   etc.). 

2. U.S.   Department  ol   Labor,   Bureau of  Employment  Security. 
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Facili tics 

Still  another distinguishing characteristic of   the aerospace   indus- 
try  has  been   the   relatively   limited amount of   its   fixed assets   that   are 
company-owned as  compared with  production  performed.     However,   during 
the   15-year  period   1947-61,   the  22  aerospace   companies   reporting on   this 
point  expended a   total  of  $2.1  billion   for  plant and equipment.     This 
amount  is  equivalent   to   14.9   times   the depreciated book value of   plant 
and equipment owned by   these  companies  in   1947.     The bulk of   these ex- 
penditures were made during   the  5-year period   1957-61. 

The excess of outlays   for  plant  and  equipment   above annual  depre- 
ciation  and  amortization  charges   is  equivalent   to 36% of   the companies' 
net   profits  duilng   the   15-year  period,   before  adjustment   for  renegotiation 

On  the basis of   information supplied by   12  companies,   during   1952-56 
the  value of  government-supplied  plant  and  equipment  was 69% greater  than 
company-owned  property.      In   the   1957-61   period  government-supplied   prop- 
erty  was only  5% greater   than  company-owned  property--a  substantial   re- 
duction  in  industry  dependence on government   facility  support. 

Despite   this  major  growth  in   its   plant   and  equipment,   the  aerospace 
industry consistently  shows  a  higher amount of   sales  per dollar of   prop- 
erty   (net of  depreciation)   than manufacturing  companies generally.      In 
1957-61,   the   industry  had  average  sales of  approximately $13.60  per  dollar 
of   property as  contrasted  with  an average of   $3.70   for  a   representative 
cross-section of  major American manufacturing  companies.     This  differen- 
tial  of  nearly  4   times was  exceeded  in   the   1947-61   time  span   taken  as  a 
whole. 

The   reason   for   this   differential   can,  of   course,   be accounted   for 
on   the  basis of  government-supplied   facilities.      However,   even  with   proper 
adjustments   for   the  use  of    these   facilities,   the  aerospace   rate of   sales 
per  dollar of   facilities   is more   than   twice  as   high  as   that  of   the  cross- 
section  group. 

Subcontracting  and  Value Added 

Similar  to m -a.  aspects  of   the  aerospace   industry,   the   percent  of 
subcontracting and other outside   purchases   to  net  sales  varied  «videly 
for  different  companies  and  for  individual   companies   in  different   years 
It  declined  from   1948   to   1953  as   the   industry  expanded   its volume  of 
aircraft  production.     Although  sales  continued   to climb  in subsequent 
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years,   the  newer  products   involved  and   the  sizable outlays   for new  kinds 
ol   plants  and  equipment   gave   the   industry  an opportunity   to  again   increase 
its   in-house  work.     The   stability   in   the  value  added   ratio  since   1958  ap- 
pears   to   reflect  a  balancing ol   the  upward   pressure of  corporate  diver- 
sification and   the  growth of   research  and  development   (most of  which   is 
typically  done   in-house)   by   the opposing  pressure of   government   subcon- 
tracting  requirements. 

The weighted  average  of    the  percent  of   subcontracting   for a   repre- 
sentative  group of   the  aerospace  companies  was   45%  for  the   14-year period 
1948-61,   indicating   that  approximately 55% of   the  value of   the  net  sales 
of    these  companies  was   created   in-house.     Value  added  by manufacture   is 
another way of   looking  at   the  extent   to which  work was  done   in-house. 
For   the  same   14-year  span,   the weighted  average of  value  added  by   22  aero- 
space  companies  was  52% of   total   costs  and  expenses,   adjusted   for  changes 
in   inventory.     This   percent of   value  added  by   these aei-ospace  companies 
places   them,   in   terms of   in-house work,   among  such   industries  as   rubber 
and   plastic   products,   and  chemicals  and   related   products,   but  above   the 
average of   44% "value   added"  by  "all"  manufacturing. 

Other observations   can  be made on   the  basis of  an  analysis  of  value 
adied: 

1. The growth   in  value  added  per employee  over   the   14-year  period 
1948-61   is   clearly  greater   than   price   increases. 

2. A  preliminary  examination   reveals  no  correlation  between  value 
added  and   rates  of   return   for groups of  aerospace  companies. 

3. In general,   aerospace companies  doing more   than 90% of   their 
business with   the  government   subcontract  a  higher  percentage 
of   their  sales  dollar  than  aerospace  companies with  between 
60% and 89% government  sales.     Comparative   figures  are  48rl 
and  43%,   respectively. 

The   Financing of  Research  and  Development 

Data   from   11  aerospace companies   show   that   their  total   R&D expendi- 
tures   rose   from about   $100 million   in   1947   to over $2.1  billion   IM   1961. 
Over   Ine   15  years,   84% of   this  R&D was  government-sponsored  and  government- 
financed,   and another   10% was   company-sponsored  but   1inanced  by   the  gov- 
ernment   through   indirect   charges   to  government   contracts;   less   than  6% 
of   total  expenditures   for R&D was company-sponsored and  financed.     For 
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the   15-year period,   total   R^D expenditures  averaged   17.57o of   sales 
(16.5% government-financed and  1% company-financed).     The  significance 
of   this  1% for firms with  such  low  profit  margins  as   the  aerospace   in- 
dustry  is nore clearly  revealed by   relating such expenditures   to  pretax 
net   income.     Omitting   1947  because of  a  gap  in   the data,   and   1959 and 
1960 because of  distortions   introduced  by   the   losses   reported  by  Douglas 
and  Lockheed,   company-financed  R&D averaged  about   12.5% of   the   pretax 
net  income   for   the   11   firms   for  the   12  years   1948-58,   and   1961. 

Unrecoverable Costs 

Disallowances  and other costs  not   recoverable on government  contracts 
rose  from 0.4% of  government  sales of   15  aerospace companies   in   1953   to 
1.0% of  such sales   in   1960.     Data  are  not  available  for all   15  companies 
for  1961.     These  unrecoverable costs equaled   14% of   the  pretax  net   in- 
come of   these   15  companies   in   1958.      (For years  subsequent   to   1958,   this 
percentage was  distorted  because of   large  commercial   losses.) 

As the aerospace industry has increased its indebtedness to finance 
its capital requirements, interest expense, the largest of those costs 
not allowable, has increased significantly—from $1 million in 1950 (for 
12 aerospace firms), to $4 million in 1955, and to $26 million, or about 
8% of its operating profits, in 1961. Other major disallowables include 
advertising and selling and company sponsored R&D. The increase in per- 
centage of unrecoverable costs over the years has resulted, in part, be- 
cause of increases in these major expenses and, partly, because the list 
of   disallowable  costs   is   lengthening. 

Profitability 

A  composite  profit-and-loss  statement   for  12 aerospace companies 
comparing  1950,   1955,   and   1961   shows   that   net  profit   (after taxes,   but 
before   rulings of   the Tax Court of   the United States on  renegotiation 
cases)   declined  from 4.4% of  sales   in  1950,   to 3.3% in  1955,   and   to 
1.9% in  1961.     From   1950   to  1961,   wages  and  salaries as  a  percent of 
sales  fell   from 42.6%  to 37.6%,  while  cost  of  materials and  supplies 
rose  from 36.9%  to  44.5% of   sales. 

Rulings by   the  Tax Court of   the  United States   in  five cases  affect- 
ing   three of   the aerospace  companies  studied  in   the  foregoing   reduced   the 
weighted-average-after-tax   return on   the   reported  average   total   assets 
of   these companies   from 8.8%  to 7.4%,   and on   their net worth   from  23.3% 
to   19.2% for  the years  affected. 



The  aerospace  divisions of  five   large diversified  corporations with 
substantial   nonaerospace  commercial   business  show weighted-average  profit 
margin   (earnings  available   for net  worth  as  a  percent  ol   aerospace  sales) 
to be  slightly   lower  than  the margin on  all  other sales  by   their corpora- 
tions. 

For  the   15-year span  1917-61,   and  20 aerospace  firms  analyzed,   the 
weighted  average of  dividends   paid was  55% of net   income  after   renego- 
tiation. 

Rate of  Return Comparisons 

The   preceding  summarization of   selected  financial  aspects ol   the 
aerospace  industry   reveals  some  significant  changes.     To  add  perspective, 
the   industry   is  compared,   in   the   following  paragraphs,  with  general   US. 
manufacturing  industry on   the  basis of  effectiveness with  which   financial 
resources are  employed. 

A   rate-of-return approach   is employed here  because   it   provides a 
comprehensive  analytical  framework  and a more effective means   lor meas- 
uring and comparing  the   long-run  profitability of   individual   companies 
or groups of   companies   than  do   the  absolute  dollar  amounts. 

This   study   focuses on   the   rate of   return on   total  assets  because 
the   rate  provides  a   comprehensive measure of   performance.      In our opinion, 
it  is a better basis   for comparing  the   results of  businesses with dis- 
similar  financial   structures   than other methods  currently  employed.     The 
return earned by  a company on   total   assets   is a  measure of   the   profita- 
bility of   the  enterprise as an economic  entity.     This  single   figure   in- 
dicates   the  effectiveness — from a  profit  standpoint—with  which  all  of 
a  firm's  economic   resources are employed.     In  this   sense,   it   is more of 
an over-all  measure of  earnings'   performance   than either   the   return on 
total  capital  or net worth.     Moreover,   since   the  nature of   the   financing 
methods  employed  by  a  company can  significantly  influence   the   return 
earned either on   total  capital or net worth,   the   return on   total  assets 

The  return on   total   assets   is   the   product of:     (1)   "assets earnings 
margin"   (profit margin on  sales  adjusted  to  take  into account  the 
fact   that   interest  payments by  a  company are a  form of   return on  its 
assets — i.e.,   ratio of earnings  available  for  totai.  assets/sales), 
and   (2)   "turnover of   total   assets"   (ratio of  sales  per dollar of 
total  assets) . 






















